State Of Urban Forest
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OCS21-34

RECOMMENDATION
The Operations and Community Services Committee recommends that City Council:
1. Consider increasing the Tree Replacement budget from $91,000 per annum to $125,000 per
annum through the 2022 budget process, with a further increase of $25,000 per year for the
next 5 years.
2. Approve the tree donation program which allows residents to plant trees on public lands on
application to the City, as further described in this report.
3. Declare the first Wednesday of June each year, beginning June 1, 2022 as Arbor Day Regina
and donate 1000 tree seedlings to Regina residents.
4. Instruct the City Solicitor to prepare the following amendments to bylaw 2002-48, The
Forestry Bylaw, as further described in this report, to be brought forward to a meeting of City
Council following approval of the recommendations in this report:
a. authorize the Director to permit residents to plant public trees as part of the tree
donation program;
b. make housekeeping amendments related to outdated position titles; and
c. increase the minimum removal fee for requests to remove established trees to $500
per tree.
5. Approve these recommendations at its meeting on November 24, 2021.
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ISSUE
The Official Community Plan (OCP) was approved by Council in 2013. Within the environment
section of the OCP, Council approved a policy direction of increasing the volume of publicly owned
trees in its urban forest, with a target of one publicly owned tree per resident. Administration is now
sharing information to update Council on where Regina is at with meeting this target, as well as
sharing information on tree planting programs, potential sources of funding, and a plan to minimize
long-term risk to Regina’s urban forest.
IMPACTS
Policy Impacts
Within the environment section of Regina’s Official Community Plan there is a specific section which
tasks the community to Protect, promote and expand Regina’s urban forest and street tree
canopy. There are then six objectives to meet this goal:
• Increasing the urban forest to one tree per person in public spaces.
• Requiring appropriate street tree plantings and landscaping in all development and other
infrastructure projects.
• Requiring drought- and/or flood-tolerant shrubs and trees with low water requirements in
landscape design where appropriate.
• Requiring tree conservation strategies for construction of new development, redevelopment
and intensification projects.
• Encouraging and developing forest strategies in commercial and industrial areas
• Encourage private tree planting on residential lots.
Responsibilities for these objectives are then governed from a public tree versus private tree
perspective. The assignment of responsibility for the protection and promotion of publicly owned
trees is mandated through the Regina Forestry Bylaw 2002. Correspondingly, the Regina Zoning
Bylaw, 2019 mandates minimum requirements of privately planted trees on multi-dwelling residential
units and commercial properties.
In 2000, Regina City Council also approved the Regina Urban Forest Management Strategy. The
document provides guidance, outlining responsibility within Administration. Illustratively, it provides
direction in diversification and tree protection strategies.
Financial Impacts
While Regina has currently achieved its one tree per resident target, there is a risk of loss every
year due to conditions such as weather and disease. Through the 2021 budget process, Council
approved $91,000 for the Street, Buffers and Parks Tree Replacement program. While the cost to
plant a tree in the city varies by size, it is estimated that this budget allows Administration to plant
approximately 182 trees per year, at an average cost of $500 per tree. Once installed, all new trees
receive watering for a minimum of three years. Watering costs on average are $100 per tree per
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year. This watering cost is jointly supported through plant establishment and operations funding.
In addition to the above budget for replacement trees, Council also regularly approves project
specific funding towards tree planting. As an example, for 2021, one such project is the Pacers Park
Tree Planting Project. This project is being completed at a total cost of $123,070. This cost includes
purchase, installation, plus two years watering to ensure warranty. Upon completion, 173 trees will
be planted at an average price of $722 per tree. In addition there were 370 seedlings planted at the
new dog park in Mount Pleasant Sports Park capital project.
Drought is having a financial impact on the tree planting success rate. 2020 was the fourth driest
year on record. Overall, during the 2020 season, there was a net loss of 356 trees. The tree loss
through drought is continuing into 2021, as of the end of end of September, 519 trees have been
removed.
Most of the tree planting occurs in the fall of each year. At the time this report was written,
approximately 550 caliper sized trees are planned to be installed, of these 532 are complete. This
includes all trees planted by the Parks, Recreation & Cultural Services Department through the tree
replacement program and on capital projects. It should be noted, the number of new trees being
turned over to the City from the development community has not yet been calculated.
When considered against community population growth, if this trend continues, Administration will
begin to lose ground on the OCP goal of having one tree per resident. For this reason,
Administration is currently requesting and recommending an increase to the replacement tree
planting budget. The proposal for 2022, is to increase the budget to $125,000 in for tree
replacement funding. Then for the next four budget cycles, the capital ask would be to increase this
budget by $25,000 for each additional year. The annual budget would be $225,000 by 2026. By
then, it would be expected that the multiyear drought experienced is over and the tree planting vs
mortality gap can be closed.
Environmental Impacts
City Council set a community goal for the City of Regina of achieving net zero emissions and
sourcing of net zero renewable energy by 2050. In support of this goal, City Council asked
Administration to provide energy and greenhouse gas implications of recommendations so that
Council can evaluate the climate impacts of its decisions. The recommendations in this report
have limited direct impacts on energy consumption but can have significant impact on removal
of greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere.

The urban forest is an important asset for the City and provides several environmental benefits
to the community. Trees clean pollutants from the air, are important for removing carbon from
the atmosphere, and reduce heating and cooling requirements in buildings by blocking the wind
and providing shade. In 2020 it was estimated that the current urban forest has permanently
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stored 63,300 tonnes of carbon from the atmosphere. This is the equivalent of removing almost
17,000 cars from the road in a single year.
OTHER OPTIONS
A second option is to accelerate funding of the tree replacement program by increasing funding to
$175,000 per annum starting in 2022. This is more aggressive than the incremental approach
offered. It does increase the Forestry work unit’s ability to replace trees immediately. It does not
increase regular funding beyond 2024. At an approximate cost of $500 per tree, including
establishment watering, this budget would enable Administration to plan to regularly replace 350
trees per annum.
COMMUNICATIONS
If the recommendations in this report are approved, the Parks, Recreation & Cultural Services
Department will work with Communications and Engagement staff to declare Regina Arbor Day in
the spring of 2022 to promote the programs outlined in this report.
DISCUSSION
In follow-up to a report approved by Council on landscape regulations in 2018, Administration is
sharing information with Council on the state of the urban forest, proposed tree planting programs
and threats to the urban forest.
State of the Urban Forest
On an annual basis, Administration prepares a report that details the State of the Urban Forest
(SUF). The 2020 version of this report is included in Appendix A. The report reveals that when
taking into account all public trees – including those in Wascana Park and at the City-owned golf
courses - the goal of one tree per person is currently being met at 103 per cent. However, based on
the tree mortalities and replacements in 2020 and 2021, there is a risk that the City may fall behind
without an increase to current budgets.
Per the SUF Report, most tree removals in 2020 were due to poor tree condition and in most cases
is thought to be caused by a continuing multi year drought. This has continued to be the case in
2021. For this reason, the Parks, Recreation & Cultural Services Department will be seeking a
gradual increase in tree planting budgets over the next five years.
Overall Urban Forest Health and Long-term Threats
Currently, the real threats to Regina’s urban forest include climate change (drought and storms) and
invasive pests. As mentioned earlier in the report, tree mortality is at an all time high due to climate
change, which has caused long-term drought in this region and increased storm damage to trees
that has to be managed annually. In 2020 alone, 663 trees had to be repaired. This is a challenging
threat to deal with, as in many cases with drought it is hard to determine if a tree is stressed from
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lack of water until it is too late and storm damage is extremely unpredictable. The most effective
manner to deal with these effects is to ensure when trees are lost to drought that budgets are in
place to ensure trees are replaced in a timely manner.
While climate change poses a risk to tree mortality through drought, it can also provide an
opportunity to expanding species diversity. Administration is always looking for drought tolerant
species that will survive in an extreme northern prairie environment. Illustratively administration has
trialed new trees not typically known to be grown in this region. Two test trees of honey locust
(Gleditsia sp.) are currently maturing nicely in the Heritage Area. For 2020, forestry expanded this
species to incorporate twelve additional plantings in Ripplinger and Norseman Parks. Results on
success are still to be determined.
As a result of historical decisions, the Regina urban forest is also largely monocultured urban forest.
Elm (Ulmus) and Ash (Fraxinus) trees comprise nearly 70 per cent of total tree inventory.
Monocultures by their nature are highly suspectable to disease and or insect predation.
Dutch Elm Disease (DED) is now considered endemic to the current urban forest. Regina was the
first community in Saskatchewan to have a case of DED occur (1981). Over the forty years since
then, Regina has only lost one hundred forty-nine trees (149) out of an estimated count of 77,000
public and privately-owned elm trees. This is due to the current monitoring and sanitation program
that is jointly administered through pest control and forestry work units.
Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) is likely to be a bigger threat to Regina’s urban forest. The insect arrived
in North America through global trade in the early 2000s. Since its arrival, the insect has destroyed
millions of trees in Ontario communities. Most communities have lost their complete ash inventory in
a 10-year period. Most recently EAB was confirmed to be in Winnipeg during 2017. The trend is that
the EAB is moving west posing a risk to Regina.
To manage this risk, Administration has created an Emerald Ash Borer Response Plan (Appendix
B). This plan outlines the following:
• Improves Internal and External Communication by educating the residents, Council, other
external stakeholders and administration about the EAB through public awareness.
• Increases the Understanding of the Cost of Services regarding how EAB will impact the
Urban Forest as both an asset and Forestry and Pest Control Operations.
• Delivers a Reliable Service by outlining a monitoring program and response operations for
when to prepare for EAB as early as possible.
• Improves Decision Making by outlining options regarding current insecticide technology as
part of options as for a control program.
Proposed Tree Planting Programs
At this time Administration is recommending that two programs be implemented within current
budgets to encourage public participation in tree planting.
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1. Tree Donation Program
The program will allow a Regina resident to apply to plant a tree on a specific site on City
public land provided it is adjacent to the resident’s private property. The City would inspect
then either approve or disallow the proposed site. The City would also work collaboratively
with the applicant to select the species, based on suitability to the location and tree diversity
for the area. The City will provide information on how to plant the tree and the basic care
required for the tree to survive. The resident would then be responsible to maintain and water
the tree for the first three years, until it is established and then the City of Regina would take
over the care, maintenance, and future replacement into their program.
Amendments to The Forestry Bylaw are required as planting trees on public lands is currently
prohibited. The amendment will allow the Director to authorize the planting of public trees by
residents. Housekeeping amendments will also be made to The Forestry Bylaw to update
outdated position titles referenced in that Bylaw.
Along with these amendments to The Forestry Bylaw, the Administration is also
recommending that the minimum fee to remove an established City tree be increased from
$300 to $500. Residents may request that a City tree be removed for a number of reasons,
typically related to development. Administration makes a determination as to whether
removal is appropriate, and if approved, a fee is charged which reflects the actual cost of
removal as well as the loss of the tree from the urban forest and is tied to the estimated
replacement cost. The $300 minimum was established in 2002 and is required to be updated
to reflect actual costs.
2. Tree Day Program
Administration is recommending that the City declare the first Wednesday in June as “Arbor
Day Regina”. For next year this would be Wednesday June 1, 2022. On this day each year,
the City would distribute through an event, 1,000 free seedlings, maximum one per person,
on a first-come, first-served basis. Then on “National Tree Day” every late September, the
City would repeat this exercise with another 1,000 free seedlings. Total cost of both days
together would be about $10,000 and can be absorbed providing the 2022 budget is set at
$125,000.
Potential Sources of Funding
Regina as a community, primarily funds its own tree planting programs. While Administration has
been successful in applying for grants in recent years, the grant programs are on an ad hoc basis
and funding cannot be planned on until well into the current fiscal year. Since 2017, Tree Canada
and CN Railway have provided funds each year to plant nearly 500 trees in Regina.
Administration has also requested matching funds through the federally funded 2 Billion Trees
program for 2022.This is, at minimum, a two-stage application with only the first stage being
completed at this point, as the federal government has not yet opened stage two of the program. It
should be noted that all details on the program are still not clear and the quantity/size of tree may
not suit this community’s immediate needs.
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Future Work
In addition to the above recommendations, Administration recognizes a need to update the Regina
Urban Forest Management Strategy (RUFMS), in an effort to help provide a more detailed level of
policy and direction than that of the OCP.
Scoping of this plan could be done in 2022 with a request through the 2023 budget to fund the plan
development, which would involve a consultation process with key stakeholders, including the
development community. Administration has had some preliminary conversations with developers
regarding tree planting in green field development, through engagement on the Parks Master Plan,
Administration will be continuing these discussions, to determine if there are ways to work
collaboratively to potentially increase plantings in new developments.
DECISION HISTORY
At its meeting on December 17, 2018, City Council considered item CR18-123 Regina Planning
Commission: Landscape Regulations and directed Administration to prepare a report on creating a
program that supports tree planting, identifies potential sources of funding, and minimizes long-term
risk to Regina’s urban forest.

Respectfully Submitted,

Respectfully Submitted,

Prepared by: Russell Eirich, Manager Open Space Services and Janine Daradich, Planning & Partnerships

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A - 2020 State of Urban Forest
Appendix B - Emerald AshBorer Response Plan - rev 2021
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Appendix A

State of the Urban Forest 2020
Forestry & Pest Control Operations
Parks and Open Space Services Branch
Parks, Recreation & Cultural Services Department
City Planning & Community Development Division

Appendix A

* The City of Regina was one of 68 cities recognized worldwide as part of the Inaugural 2020 Class of Tree Cities of the World. The Tree Cities of the
World Program is a combined effort with the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization and Arbor Day Foundation.
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Community & Urban Forest Measures
Valuation Estimates of Regina's Urban Forest

Values are population estimates only as recorded inside of the current GIS
inventory (December 2020).
Assessed values are determined by:
o species ratings as determined by the Alberta Tree Ratings Guide
(2003);
o this valuation on masse assumes 85% site condition rating;
o this valuation on masse assumes 85% overall health condition;
o cost per cm² DBH ($12.26/cm²).
Note: At the time of an assessment of an individual tree, a formal condition and
site assessment are made at that time.
Regina Forestry Bylaw (2008-48) - Any tree removed for development purposes
the requestor is charged 20% of the assessed value or $500 whichever is
greater. This funding is then used to plant a minimum of two replacement trees.
(Regina Urban Forest Management Strategy (July 2000))
Estimated replacement cost is $800 per tree. Breakdown is as follows:
o Average unit cost & install of a 5-10 cm tree = $500
o Estimated establishment costs for minimum three years = $300
(primarily watering)

Appendix A

Tree Species Diversity

This is the total tree species diversity managed by City of Regina - as recorded
within the GIS tree inventory database as of December 11, 2020.
 Inventory primarily based on residential street trees and approximately 85% of
“NAMED” park spaces. Buffers and open spaces are not yet entered.
 Total trees recorded within GIS inventory = 114,851
 Approximately 64% of the total street tree and park tree inventory is recorded by
GIS currently.
 Due to the Covid-19 issue there was not a concerted effort to add additional
trees to the inventory. In a typical year, additional trees are added in the fall of
each calendar year and is dependent on funding available.
 During 2020, additional species options, were added to the field lists in GIS.
Examples include but not limited to: Malus sp. Sorbus sp. or Betula sp. Many of
these were previously recorded as other deciduous trees in previous years.
Regina Urban Forest Management Strategy (July 2000) - Sustainability goal is no more
than 25% of any one genus within City (specific area). Prior to 1989, majority of
plantings were predominately monocultures of Ulmus (elm) or Fraxinus (ash).
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Size Distribution of Regina's Urban Forest (GIS)

Within GIS records - Trees with a Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) of 70 cm or greater
comprise the top 2% of largest trees in the City of Regina. The most juvenile trees
(smallest) with a DBH of 9 cm or less comprise 13% of current inventory.
Stocking Rate of Street Tree Inventory

Stocking Rate - is defined as the number of trees planted vs the total number of
possible planting spaces (Journal of Arboriculture, Richards, 1992). Regina's street
stocking rate is estimated at 75%. The 2020 increase is due to a data clean of points
within GIS on single dwelling units. Park plantings do not easily fit this measure as
current plantings versus possible locations cannot easily be defined.

Appendix A

Public Trees to Official Community Plan

Regina's Official Community Plan (2013) - Environment Goal 4.7.1 Increase the urban forest to one tree per person in public spaces.
 City of Regina street & park tree inventory = 178,651 trees.
o Assumes 2001 MCSII inventory is correct =161,836;
o plus 2002- 2011 net tree change = +4,407;
o plus 2012 to present net tree change = +12,408.
o In future years, the inventory processes will either verify or nullify
this assumption.
 “Woodlot” trees = 20,491 trees. This classification is a new add for
2020 as the trees on properties are recognized for their environmental
value. The trees are located on properties owned by the City of Regina.
These properties include the Dewdney West Tree Nursery, the Kings
Park area; including Torr Hill and Murray Golf courses. The tree counts
were obtained through geospatial satellite analytics services provided by
Western Heritage Inc. during 2020. Next analytics service of this type will
be scheduled in 2030 or if a significant change happens to the properties.
 Provincial Capital Commission = 38,783 trees. Source GIS Tree
Inventory records as supported by City of Regina Geospatial Services.
City of Regina provided $2.72 million in funding during 2020 in support of
Wascana Park maintenance operations. Source: 2020 City of Regina
Budget.
 RCMP Depot = 2,592 trees. This value is based on geospatial satellite
analytics services provided Western Heritage Inc. concurrently during the
woodlot tree analysis.
 Regina's population (start of 2020) = 238,132 - Source MBN Canada.
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Urban Forest Maintenance
Tree Pruning

Includes the following work codes - Internal Scheduled Pruning (aerial &
ground), Service Requested Pruning (aerial & ground), Broken Branch Pruning,
Public Works Pruning and Contracted Services. A total of 8,560 trees were
pruned during 2020.
Contracted Versus Internal Pruning

Internal pruning was reduced in capacity during 2020 due to the Covid-19
pandemic. Staffing levels were reduced, with some permanent staff being
reassigned to complete seasonal capital work (tree planting / plant
establishment) to cover for seasonal staff shortfall. In addition, storm events
and subsequent response negatively impacted scheduled pruning activities
during the summer period.

Appendix A

Scheduled Pruning Locations with Regina

Locations shown are recorded by field staff within the ArcGIS Collector™ app
while completing scheduled pruning.
This does not include any service requested pruning, public works pruning,
broken branch pruning as those are dealt with on an ad hoc basis. While these
are also recorded within ArcGIS Collector™ by field staff as these types of jobs
do not show any real discernable pattern of location.
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Summer Storm Response

A total of 663 trees were serviced for summer storm related weather events.
During late May and June, there were four separate occasions with recorded
wind gusts reaching or exceeding 80 Km/hr (Source Environment Canada). Of
the 663 trees responded to:



63 trees were removed for safety reasons;
600 trees were repaired to a safe status.

The 2020 total number of trees repaired or removed for storm events is more
than the previous four years combined. Most of the response can be narrowed
down to the months of May and June (530 trees). Storm response by volume
for 2020 did negatively impact scheduled activities during late May and all of
June.

Appendix A

New Tree Planting & Diversity
Internal New Trees

For 2020 the annual capital budget allocation was $94,000. Covid-19 pandemic
negatively impacted seasonal staff required for this program and some projects
were delayed. Of the trees that were planted, installation was completed by staff
who were reassigned from other tree maintenance operations.
Developer New Trees

There were 316 trees recorded within GIS as Developer Takeover throughout
2020. Any trees under developer or direct contractor control are not reported
until the City of Regina has issued “CCC2” takeover.
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Appendix A

Current Planting Diversity
Regina Urban Forest Management Strategy (July 2000) - Sustainability goal is no
more than 25% of any one genus within City (specific area). The document
further specifies that for a park space, no more than 20% of any one genus is
permitted. Prior to 1989, majority of plantings were predominately monocultures
of Ulmus (elm) or Fraxinus (ash).
January 2018 – Due to minimizing future risk to Emerald Ash Borer, a decision
to stop planting ash was made. As part of this decision, only trees that were
previously approved that remained in the cue would be permitted for planting, as
to not adversely affect the development community.
Internal Planting Diversity

There were no Fraxinus sp. or Ulmus sp. planted by City of Regina crews during
2020.

Appendix A

Developer / Contractor Planting Diversity

For this year the City assumed responsibility for 316 trees from developers or
contractors. Total number of Fraxinus sp. (Ash) plantings assumed was thirty
trees. This is the lowest number of Fraxinus sp. being accepted from the
development community since the decision to remove future ash plantings was
made.
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Appendix A

New Tree Locations – Internal & Developer Combined

Victoria Ave Beautification Project in the Regina downtown was a highlight of the
tree planting program. This included the installation of 80 trees as new center
boulevard plantings. The project also included a first time custom individual tree
irrigation system installed to help the trees better establish and survive the harsh
environmental conditions experienced in a boulevard setting.

Appendix A

Forestry - Trees Removed

Tree removals by type

For 2020, trees removed were the highest on record. Much of the poor
condition trees were impacted by the continuing four-year drought. Environment
Canada reports that drought experienced during 2020 was the fourth lowest
precipitation amount in the Regina area for 130 years. (204.4 mm for 2020 as
compared to the normal average of 389.7 mm/year - Source Environment Canada)

August 2020, Forestry crews began to focus on buffer trees impacted by
drought. During that month 300 trees were removed for poor/other condition.
Illustratively the south Ring Road buffer near Whitmore Park saw 85 trees
removed. There will be another focus on drought impacted trees. This will most
likely be scheduled for August of 2021.
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Appendix A

Net Tree Change to Urban Forest

Net tree change is calculated from the total new trees (Internal City and
Developer combined) minus total trees removed. When looking at the result the
following is considered:


For 2020 there is a net loss of 356 trees to the urban forest. This is the
first year where removals have exceeded plantings in recent memory.
This is a sign that 4 years of drought is negatively impacting tree
population.



5-Year Total Net Tree change (6,164 Green) indicates the significance to
inventory change over past 5 years.



The 5-year average of trees pruned is 8,935 trees/year (Yellow). Pruning
has exceeded the net 5-year net tree change. This is the second year in a
row that the pruning cycle is shortening relative to tree population and
overall forest growth.



In a typical year, most new tree plantings are trees that have been
assumed are from greenfield development. Takeovers have slowed from
a peak in 2017 and is likely due to the decrease of the local building
economy. Covid-19 is not directly considered a factor as these trees
were most likely installed by a contractor one-year prior City takeover and
prior to Covid arriving to Canada.

Appendix A

Pest Control Section
Dutch Elm Disease (DED) Incidences

Twelve (12) trees were lost to Dutch Elm Disease during 2020. Of these eight
(8) trees were located on City property and four (4) trees were located on private
residential property. The total number of trees lost to DED from 1981 to 2020
inclusive (39 years) is 136. Current thinking is that increase in incidences are
correlated to the recent multi-year drought conditions.
Elm Tree Samples – Laboratory Results

Provincial Crop Protection Laboratory provides diagnostic services for tree
disease identification. A total of 27 samples were submitted to the lab for DED
confirmation during 2020. Dothiorella ulmi fungus appears similar to Ophiostoma
ulmi (DED) fungus in situ and must be distinguished in a lab setting. Dothiorella
ulmi is considered less aggressive than DED and is managed through a pruning
and fungicide program.
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Appendix A

DED Diseased Tree Locations

Locations shown are where elms were confirmed to have Dutch Elm Disease.
Of the twelve (12) trees identified as having DED during the summer season,
seven (7) infected trees located in Sector 4. All seven trees were within a twoblock radius. This specific sector will have to be more frequently monitored in
2021.
One tree was located at the Torr Hill Golf Course. This is technically in the
provincial DED buffer outside of city limits. It is publicly accessible property
owned by City of Regina. This identification of this tree and removal was
completed by City of Regina crews.
Beyond the issue experienced in Sector 4 during 2020, the seemingly random
presence indicates that the Ophiostoma ulmi fungus is endemic inside the urban
forest. All trees shown on the map were removed within 48 hours of confirmation
by the provincial laboratory.

Appendix A

Cankerworm Program

Total number of trees treated for cankerworm during 2020. Treatment was with
a Bacillus thuringiensis var. kurstaki (BT) based spray. Historically treatments are
based on populations exceeding established threshold.

Sectors where treatments for cankerworms geographically occurred during
2020. In all, twenty-two (22) sectors were treated.
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Appendix A

Cankerworm Trends - Populations looking forward

Cyclical nature of cankerworm populations since 1997. Each year is a total sum
of female cankerworms of both spring cankerworm species ( Palecrita vernata)
and fall cankerworm (Alsophila pometaria). This does not truly represent
defoliation cycle as fall cankerworm larval stage, straddles into the following
year.

Appendix A

Cankerworm Trends - Populations looking forward (continued)

Historically, the driving population for defoliation event has been the spring
cankerworm. This trend changed where the 2019 fall population was the driving
population causing a need for the 2020 control program. The 2020 spring
cankerworm population was virtually non-existent.
Looking towards 2021, the monitoring program indicates that the fall
cankerworm appears to be minimal compared to the previous year’s generation.
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Appendix A

2020 Fall Cankerworm Survey

Of the 66 sectors surveyed during the fall of 2020, no sectors are currently
identified as exceeding threshold (orange) for Fall Cankerworm ( A. pometaria).
Comparatively the 2019 fall and 2020 spring counts combined indicated that 20
sectors (blue) would require treatment.
This may mean that treatment during 2021 may not be required. A final
determination will be made once the 2021 spring cankerworm (Palecrita vernata)
counts are completed in April of 2021.

Appendix A

Tent Caterpillar Program

Fall monitoring during 2018, indicated tent caterpillar ( Malacosoma sp.) would be
below threshold. During 2020, no trees were required to be treated and no calls
were received from residents regarding this insect. Branch sampling was not
undertaken in the fall of 2020 for prediction of the 2021 larval population. Based
on historical trend, it’s thought populations will remain low for the next two to
three seasons.
Fall Webworm Program

During 2020 a small control effort was made for control of fall webworm
(Hyphantria sp.) Seventy-six (76) trees were treated, solely in response to
service requests received. This was the first treatment program offered for fall
webworm in 5 years.
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Appendix A

Aphid Program

There were no aphid calls received for aphids (Eriosoma sp.) during 2020.
Typically, this program is determined by volume of service requests received.
When a call is received indicating a problem, the entire block is inspected and
treated if required.
Cottony Psyllid affecting Ash trees

Cottony psyllid (Psyllopsis discrepans) primarily affects Black Ash trees (Fraxinus
nigra). The insect made its first appearance in Regina during 2007. It then
remained at an undetectable level until spring 2018. Following detection, Pest
Control began treatments for the insect. During 2019, psyllid was almost
undetectable, and no treatments were required. It is thought that the population
had crashed due to below normal winter temperatures experienced in February
2019. During that month, eleven nights were well below -30°C with the coldest
reaching -42°C.
Psyllid remained at an undetectable level during 2020.

Appendix A

Emerald Ash Borer Program

City of Regina operates 25 traps Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) traps within City
limits. EAB has the potential to destroy 100% of all ash (Fraxinus sp.) within City
of Regina. Trapping locations for early detection of Emerald Ash Borer during
2020 are highlighted. Trap locations have not been altered for the previous two
years.
Results




No EAB was detected during 2020;
Closest known location for EAB: Winnipeg MB - first detected in 2017.
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Appendix A

Clearwing Borer Moth affecting Ash Trees

Clearwing borers (Podosesia sp.) affecting ash trees: 4-year trendline indicates
population continues to remain at a low level. Clearwing borers affect the
structural health of ash trees.
Current strategy for control is intensive pheromone trapping. Three hundred six
(306) trapping locations were operated inside city limits - with two trap runs per
location.
Outliers in data set include:
 2011 – No trapping occurred
 2016 – Incomplete dataset

Appendix A

City of Regina Strategic Outcomes
Community Outcome– Improve Service Financial Sustainability
Contractor vs Internal Service Delivery Comparison

Contracted and internal services comparison for 2018 to 2020 inclusive. Internal
services are only for costs reflective of trees requiring the use of aerial lifts.
Ground pruning costs are not included and are typically considered less
expensive as trees are substantially smaller not requiring an aerial lift.
Contracted services have not been utilized for any ground pruning during the
time period measured.
There are number of factors affecting increase to pruning and removal costs for
the current year. Typical factors for include:


Overall size of tree, any obstructions/hazards encountered onsite, ease
of access to the site.



There were more removals during 2020 as compared to the previous
year (883 trees removed during 2020 vs. 573 trees removed during
2019). As a broad statement, large trees requiring removal is more
labour intensive than general pruning and does cost more. Most
removals were completed by internal crews.
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Community Outcome– Increase Understanding of Cost of Service
Urban Forest Cost Benefit Comparisons

Average cost to prune one residential tree as compared to the amount that is
allocated to the Forestry Maintenance (J442) budget. Pest Control budget
(J443) that is specific to tree pests and diseases is shown as a comparison to
Forestry Maintenance funding. The funding amounts illustrated are derived from
a residence that paid $4,000 property tax during 2020.
Costs are then compared to the benefits of an urban forest with mature trees in
a prairie landscape for a residential single dwelling home built in the early to
mid-1960’s. For comparison purposes, costs are illustrated in the negative as
compared to benefits. Information for home change of energy consumption
savings in Regina is derived from National Research Council data provided to
City of Regina during 2014 (≈22.5 GJ). The energy saved is then applied to
2020 SaskEnergy residential rates for natural gas consumption and delivery in
cubic meters ($117.76). Municipal delivery surcharge ($5.89), federal carbon tax
($36.46) and GST ($7.04) are included within the total savings.
For natural gas cost savings derived from urban forest benefits, the only change
from the previous year was an increase to the federal carbon tax (+$13.33 or
+57.6%). This increase in savings alone is slightly more than the entire forestry
maintenance allocation (J442) that is sourced from residential property tax
($12.64).
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Financial Outcome – Increase Understanding Service Costs and Revenues
Relative to Levels of Service
Plant Establishment Measures
Water Truck Only – Tree Waterings
Installed Year Installed

#trees watered in
system

Total waterings

Average

1st Year

2020*

202

1,634

8.1

2nd Year

2019

1,090

6,092

5.6

3rd Year

2018

445

1,212

2.7

Frequency
Schedule

June-October
% of target met
target waterings

once every 12 days out
of 137 possible days
June 1-Oct 15
once every 15 days out
of 137 possible days
June 1-Oct 15
once per month

11

73.54%

9

62.10%

5

54.47%

* 2020 only spring planted trees were tracked.

Water Truck combined with Rain Days – Total Tree Waterings
Installed Year Installed

Average

Average plus 1 rain
days

1st Year

2020

8.1

9.1

2nd Year

2019

5.6

6.6

3rd Year

2018

2.7

3.7
th

Frequency
Schedule

June-October
% of target met
target waterings including rain days

once every 12 days
out of 137 possible
days June 1-Oct 16
once every 15 days
out of 137 possible
days June 1-Oct 15
once per month

11

82.63%

9

73.21%

5

74.47%

th

One rain day recorded within app June 15 (14.2 mm precipitation evening of June 14 )

During 2020, Forestry and Geospatial Services collaborated to develop a tree
watering application to track tree watering and developed a Key Performance
Indicator (KPI) for scheduling. This was to ensure trees in unirrigated spaces
were receiving enough water to establish in drought conditions.
Once the app was developed it helped to schedule crews. It then tracked each
individual tree watering and concurrently tracked the volume of water utilized
during that time period. Within the scheduling portion of the app, first year trees
were scheduled to be watered more frequently than second year trees; second
year trees watered more frequently than third year trees. It is hoped that this will
allow trees to acclimate to their surroundings.
By tracking costs, volume of water and tree watering frequency the following
was determined:





Average amount of water applied per tree during watering = 38 litres
Average cost to water one tree one time = $18.17
Average cost to establish one tree over three years $297
Accounting for one rain day - best KPI target achieved = 82.6%

More work will be undertaken during 2021 to refine the KPI targets with a focus
on increasing efficiency thereby reducing cost.
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Community Outcome – Deliver Reliable Service
Forestry and Pest Control Customer Service Measures

For 2020: Forestry & Pest Control received 4,514 combined service requests
(SR’s). This was the second highest year of total service request received. The
record year was 2019 where 4,618 requests were received.
Of the 2020 SR’s received, 806 (~18%) were directly related to summer storm
damage service requests. The combined SR’s received (4,514) represents 56%
of all SR’s received at the Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services Department
level (8,002 SR’s).
Completing requests throughout 2020

Non-emergency SR’s for elm tree pruning received from April to August
inclusive are deliberately delayed for response due to provincial DED regulation.
To meet customer service expectations, there is a deliberate focus on
responding to the backlog for these requests during September and October.

Appendix A

Urban Forest Service Requests by type

Pie distribution representing the percentage of tree related service requests for
2020.
Other tree pests – Is often a catch all of calls from residents regarding fall web
worm, aphids or cankerworms. It should be noted that cankerworms also have
their own category but sometimes this cannot be distinguished easily at the
Service Regina level as residents may not clearly identify the difference with the
insects and trees affected.
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Exceptional Customer Service Bouquets

Exceptional Customer Service Bouquets received are considered indicative of
customer service delivered to the community.

For every 100 Service Requests received during 2020, Forestry and Pest
Control received 0.93 Exceptional Customer Service Bouquets. This is a
benchmark measure the forestry and pest control group has created and is
utilizing to ensure good customer service.
Staffing levels were reduced by 30% due to Covid-19 pandemic. With staffing
limitations in place, pruning for “tree beatification only” service requests were not
taken at the Service Regina level. Our assumption is that Covid impacted
bouquets negatively. Correspondingly the ratio of customer service satisfaction
was 0.3% below the 5-year average.
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Internal Process Outcome – Improve Internal and External Communication
Citizen Experience Department Statistics - Forestry and Pest Control Programming

Social Media Firewood Campaign – Invasive species affecting trees. The media
campaign used an image of the Emerald Ash Borer (EAB). This was a summer
long focused social media campaign targeting campers and cottagers, asking
them not to bring firewood back to the city. The campaign was targeted around
three long weekends of summer for a total cost of $1,500. It also had an organic
release to the public on June 26th.
The Social Media Firewood Campaign increase total views of the City’s EAB
web page by slightly more than 1,600% as compared to the previous year.
(2020 = 2,374 vs 2019= 137)
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Mission – We are dedicated to building a strong community by providing
reliable, sustainable services.
Notable 2020 Events

September 19, 2020
Sikh Community – Guru Nanak Tree Planting and Dedication Event

September 24, 2020 - National Tree Day
300 Trembling Aspen whips were freely distributed at the outdoor Regina Farmers Market.
*END*
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) Agrilus planipennis (Fairmaire) is an invasive insect affecting
municipal urban forests.. Millions of ash trees have been lost to EAB in North
America since 2002.The insect can destroy all ash (Fraxinus) trees within the City’s
urban forest within a short period of time. Most recently EAB has been confirmed in
Winnipeg MB and is essentially at Regina’s doorstep. It is expected that EAB will be
confirmed to be in Regina within the next five to ten years. It is incumbent of the City
of Regina to prepare for EAB’s eventual arrival into Saskatchewan and Regina.
Regina’s Forestry, Pest Control and Horticulture Branch, within the Parks, Recreation
and Cultural Services Department is delegated the primary responsibility to Protect,
Promote and expand Regina’s Urban Forest as defined within Regina’s Official
Community Plan. This document is intended to outline the risk that the insect poses
to Regina’s Urban Forest. It will also try to predict at a high level, the economic impact
to City operations.
To accomplish this, branch is using an Integrated Pest Management approach that
aligns with the corporate strategic plan in the following areas:
•

•

•
•

Improves Internal and External Communication by educating the residents,
Council, other external stakeholders and administration about the EAB
through public awareness.
Increase the Understanding of the Cost of Services regarding how EAB
will impact the Urban Forest as both as an asset and Forestry and Pest
Control Operations.
Deliver a Reliable Service by outlining a monitoring program and response
operations for when to prepare for EAB as early as possible.
Improve Decision Making by outlining options regarding current insecticide
technology as part of options as for a control program.
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to provide an outline for the City of Regina’s
Preparation and Response Plan for the expected arrival of the invasive Emerald Ash
Borer beetle (EAB). Forestry Pest Control and Horticulture Branch expects this beetle
may arrive and negatively impact the urban forest within the next five to ten years.
Details of this response plan may be subject to change due to unforeseeable
circumstances.
BACKGROUND
The EAB (Figure 1) is an exotic, invasive
species in North America. In its native
range of East Asia1, the beetle is a noninvasive insect that affects ash trees
(Fraxinus spp), where natural predators
exist.2
In North America, EAB was first
discovered in July and September 2002 in
Michigan and Ontario respectively, Figure 1. An adult Emerald Ash Borer Beetle at rest. From:
although the beetles may have been https://www.hamiltonnews.com/community-story/8722856present for at least a decade prior to city-removing-confederation-beach-park-ash-trees-due-toemerald-ash-borer-infestation/
detection.1 EAB has been labelled as an
invasive pest by the United States Department of Agriculture1 and the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency (CFIA).3 The beetle is thought to have been first introduced by
packaging material constructed of ash wood and then transported by firewood, logs,
and/or nursery stock across the continent.1 From the Fall of 2002 to October 2018, the
beetle has spread to 35 states in the U.S. and 5 provinces in Canada (Figure 2). 1
The adult beetle forages
on leaves but the
damage to canopy is
insignificant. However,
the larva feeds on the
living tissue (inner bark),
disrupting nutrient and
water uptake of ash
trees, eventually leading
to untimely demise.1

Figure 2. Detection of infestations of EAB in the USA and Canada are represented on this
map as red dots. From: www.emeraldashborer.info
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Hundreds of millions of
ash trees have died in
North America because
of the invasive pest
infesting public, private,
healthy, stressed, young
or old trees.1
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Ash tree material transportation is predicted to be the most profound method of
dispersion of EAB across the country and continent.1,5 Although there have been public
service announcements concerning ash wood movement around Regina, unrestricted
transportation most likely still occurs. The CFIA has established quarantine zones in
Canada where the beetle has been discovered and identified.3 However, this zoning is
established only after the beetle is found.

The Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment has issued an order on January 31, 2018,
pursuant to The Forest Resources Management Act. The order states that there is a
restriction of transportation, storage and import of all ash materials, including logs and
products, from Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and the USA.4

BIOLOGY
The average life span of the EAB is
one year (Figure 3) in the insect’s
native range or warm climates,
although the life cycle increases to
two years in colder climates or in
weakened trees.5
Life cycle:
1. the adults first lay eggs in ash
tree bark crevices;
2. the eggs then hatch into
larvae; the larvae burrow into
the bark, where they tunnel
into the tree to feed on the
living tissue;
3. as they tunnel, the larvae
construct
distinctive
‘S’
shaped galleries, throughout Figure 3. The average life cycle of EAB is one year in warmer
their progression of four climates. From: http://bccdky.org/eab/
instars (four larval stages of
growth), where overwintering is believed to occur during first instar in colder
climates;5
4. upon reaching fourth instar the next year, the larvae then construct pupal cells
in the outermost sapwood or bark, where they will pupate overwinter and emerge
in the spring as adults;
5. emergence results in distinctive ‘D’ shaped exit holes made by the rounded
bottom and straight back of the adults; the adult beetles will feed on ash tree
leaves, mate and lay eggs to continue the life cycle.1,5,6
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The beetle can fly and has the capacity to fly over ash free
areas greater than 800 m at a time.7
There is no known natural predator.

Figure 4. An ash tree has bright green
foliage which is very attractive for EAB.
From:
https://www.shutterstock.com/imagephoto/perfect-ash-tree-lush-greenfoliage-268475741

Infestation can occur in any ash species (Figure 4),1,6
including Green, Black, Manchurian and hybrids. Mountain
Ash is not affected since it is not a Fraxinus species. In
some areas, many of the trees have been planted near one
another, which may allow EABs to migrate to adjacent trees
quite effortlessly. The beetle can and will kill its host in a
matter of a few years.1,6 When the tree dies, it must be
removed immediately as it may pose a public safety risk.

POTENTIAL IMPACT
The greatest possible impact for the City of Regina will be to lose all our ash trees.
There are more than 62,000 city-owned ash trees in the City of Regina, which makes
up over 35% of the city-owned urban canopy. There are an approximate additional
65,000 privately owned ash trees, making the potential impact even more dire.
A massive and detrimental impact is inevitable within the City of Regina if the pest can
flourish unchecked. Upon full-fledged infestation and a 2-year life-cycle, overall dieback
of ash population will slowly progress for the first nine years, then increase
exponentially for the next 10-25 years until there are no ash trees remaining.8 Ash trees
have significant value to the City of Regina. On average, a typical ash tree with trunk
diameter of 29 cm at breast height (DBH). Costs to remove a single tree, stump removal

Mortality Rate of Ash Trees by EAB and Associated Costs
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$42,240,000

40.0

$36,480,000

35.0
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30.0

62.5
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15.0
$8,200,000

10.0
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Years After EAB Discovery
Figure 5. All ash trees are predicted to die within 25 years after arrival of EAB, based on a 2-year life-cycle. Graph
of dollars)
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MortalityThese estimates only show
extrapolated from the DaveyEstimated
Institute8,Costs
with (millions
approximated
costs from the City
of Regina.
City owned tree inventory. It does not show impact to privately owned trees or trees within Wascana Park.
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and disposal is approximately $750 and a replacement tree costs approximately $800,
with a total of $1,550. After EAB confirmation within city limits, it is expected that 2.5%
of the City of Regina ash tree population, or about 1,500 City owned trees, will have
been lost. As per current estimates, this will cost the City approximately $2,400,000 in
the first five years. (Figure 5)
The loss of so many trees can be harmful not only to the economic and social benefits
that woodlands provide, but also to the environment, ecology and public health.
Trees act as a reservoir for storm water runoff.9 A 29 cm DBH ash tree can intercept
approximately 3,600 litres of water in a single year.9 With the loss of 65000 City ash
trees, 234,000,000 more litres of water will be flowing into the storm drain systems per
year. This will place a much higher demand on the storm system.
In the urban woodland, trees provide a substantial amount of recreational opportunities.
Forested streets and parks provide the public with an attractive venue for walking,
jogging, cycling, cross-country skiing, yoga and picnicking.10 The biodiversity of the
urban landscape is influenced by trees, since they can harbor birds, invertebrates, and
other animals. Trees improve air quality by sequestering carbon dioxide from the
environment to use as fuel for growth and for producing oxygen. The trees also act as
a standing biomass, removing pollutants including carbon dioxide, ozone, particulate
matter, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide from the local urban
environment.9,10 Removing these pollutants from the urban environment contributes to
positive health benefits for not only physical well-being, but also for mental health since
merely visualizing trees have been shown to reduce stress and anxiety.11,12 Trees act
as natural sound and wind barriers. Additionally, the shade that a single tree produces,
is equivalent to an SPF of 6 to 10.10 Household air conditioning expenses can be
reduced from tree shade to cool the house during the summer months.13
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PREPARATION & RESPONSE PLAN
Communications & Public Awareness
It is assumed that most residents are unaware of the level of risk from EAB to
Ash trees and of the potential cost to taxpayers if this invasive beetle reaches
Regina. If the EAB is confirmed in a community, the expected loss of ash trees
is 100 per cent.
Goals:
o Increase awareness of EAB and the environmental damage it can cause
o Ensure residents with fire pits and wood burning fireplaces understand
what they can do to help prevent the spread of this invasive species and
how they can help protect the ash tree population
Key messages will include:
o Information available at Regina.ca
o Residents are strongly urged to not transport ash firewood. (Buy localBurn local advertising)
o An invasive beetle called the Emerald Ash Borer is making its way
across Canada. As an illustrative example, The City of Winnipeg
anticipates the invasive species will wipe out all 350,000 Ash trees and
cost the city millions in removing and replanting these trees – all within
the next ten years.
o The City of Regina is being proactive in hopes that this beetle doesn’t
reach Regina, as it has the potential to wipe out our 62,000 Ash trees,
which is 35 per cent of the city’s total tree inventory
Tree Inventory
All trees within city limits including street-lined trees, parks, and easements are
inventoried in an electronic database, by species. This inventory assists in
assessing risk, assigning values to trees, identifying heritage/high-value trees
and locating all ash trees.
Firewood Collection and Inspection
Since movement of EAB will most likely occur due to transportation of firewood,
logs and nursery stocks, from one community to another, it is imperative that
such methods are restricted. Firewood must not be transported into
Saskatchewan communities, to limit passage of the invasive pest and all found
firewood must be thoroughly inspected.14 As CFIA regulation dictates, no
firewood can be moved through, into, or out of a quarantined area. The
Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment has issued an order on January 31,
2018, pursuant to The Forest Resources Management Act. The order states that
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there is a restriction of transportation, storage and import of all ash materials,
including logs and products, from Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and the USA.4

EAB Monitoring
High risk areas include areas that have high populations of ash trees,
heritage/high-value ash trees, or areas with high level through-traffic, where
visitors could be potential transporters of ash wood (shipping yards,
campgrounds, big box retail stores, etc). Identifying these high-risk areas will
enable inspectors to install traps to monitor any outbreak or presence of EAB. In
2018, 25 traps have been installed around the city to detect the beetle.
Fortunately, no EABs have been found to date.
When an EAB is found, immediate action is necessary. The sample will be sent
to CFIA for official identification of the specimen. If confirmed, inspectors will
investigate the immediate locale and attempt to determine the original source of
infestation and to what extent, if any, the infestation is.
Additional traps will be placed in
the
surrounding
neighborhood(s) to monitor the
population (Figure 7). Branch
sampling the host and adjacent
trees will also occur. Any tree
that is infested to any extent will
be removed and destroyed to
limit the movement of the
existing insects.
If an EAB is suspected to be on
private property, the owner shall
immediately contact the city to
identify and inspect the vicinity. If adult or larva is found, the specimen must be
placed in a container for further identification.
Figure 7. Green Prism Traps are used to monitor EAB populations.
From: www.bioforest.ca

Tree Removal and Infill Planting
The most current Regina Urban forest Management Strategy tasks that all new
tree planting limit no more than 25% of any one genus of trees be planted in a
given area. Prior to the creation of the document Regina was primarily elm and
ash, with all ash totaling 35% of total inventory. To reduce the risk from the
existing monoculture of ash trees further, no new ash plantings will occur at this
time and a variety of different species of trees will be planted (See Appendix I –
Recommended Tree Species Selection). Not only will this thwart loss of new
trees, reducing the monoculture further will disable free movement of any pest
or disease in the urban forest.
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Trees that have been removed due to EAB infestation will be disposed of
according to regulation.
Culling specific trees will also create a buffer to reduce the spread of the beetle
to surrounding areas. Young, premature ash trees will be removed since the cost
to remove is low. This means that trees with a certain degree of dieback,
compromised health, or are drought-ridden will identified and removed to not
only create a buffer, but to disallow the EABs more fodder.

Tree Injections
Systemic insecticides will be injected into heritage/high-value ash trees and
areas of infestation, within an appropriate radius around the discovery, to impede
the spread of the beetle (See Appendix II – Possible Response Scenario).
There are several products available for injection (See Appendix III).
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APPENDIX I – RECOMMENDED TREE SPECIES SELECTION (2018)
Scientific Name

Common Name

Zone

Size

Road Salt
Tolerance

4

15m H x
12m W

No

Parks Yards

3

5m H x 5m
W

Yes

Boulevards Streets
Parks

Yes

Boulevards Streets
Parks Naturalized
Areas

Yes

Parks Yards
Waterways
Naturalized Areas

No

Site Design

Habitat

Additional Specifications

Deciduous
Acer x Freemanii 'Autumn Blaze'

Acer ginnala

Acer negundo 'Baron'

Acer saccharinum
Acer spicatum
Acer tataricum

Aesculus glabra

Aesculus hippocastanum

Autumn Blaze Maple

Amur Maple

Boxelder

Silver Maple
Mountain Maple
Tatarian Maple

Ohio Buckeye

Horsechestnut

2

15m H x
15m W

3

15m H x
12m W

2

7m H x 7m
W

3

7m H x 7m
W

3

12m H x
12m W

3

18m H x
18m W

drought tolerant

Cultivar: Sienna Glen, red Fall
colour, oval-round canopy

adapts to many soils

Cultivars: Flame & Ruby Slipper,
multi-stemmed or small tree form,
red Fall colour, round canopy

will grow anywhere

very hardy tree for the Prairies,
purchase male seedless, round
canopy

best tree for poor soil

oval-round canopy

Naturalized Areas

prefers cool, shady,
moist area

grows well in the wild

Yes

Parks Boulevards
Yards

adapts to many soils

wide spreading, round canopy

No

Parks Buffers
Naturalized Areas

avoid extreme dry
conditions, adapts to
many soils

pumkin orange/red fall colour,
poisonous nuts but squirrels and
deer love them, round to broad
rounded

No

Parks Buffers
Naturalized Areas

avoid extreme dry
conditions, adapts to
many soils

poisonous nuts but squirrels and
deer love them, upright oval to
rounded

beautiful planted with conifers,
more bronze birch borer resistant

Betula papyrifera

White Paper Birch

2

15m H x
15m W

No

Parks
BoulevardsYards

adapts to many soils,
do no plant in highly
polluted
areas(downtown)

Betula pendula

European White Birch

2

12m H x
10m W

No

Parks Yards

adapts to many soils

graceful pendulous branching,
oval pyramidal

Betula platyphylla var. szechuanica X
Betula pendula 'Purpurea 'Crimson
Frost'

Crimson Frost Birch

4

10m H x
7m W

No

Parks Yards

grows well in heavy
clay, adapts to many
soils

deep burgundy red leaf against
white bark, upright oval

Celtis occidentalis

Common Hackberry

2

12m H x
10m W

Yes

Parks Yards
Streets

tolerates wind and
heat, adapts to many
soils

broad ascending canopy similar to
the American Elm

will grow anywhere,
adapts to many soils

loved by wildlife; birds, squirrels,
adds nitrogen to soil

Eleagnus angustifolia

Russian Olive

2

7m H x 7m
W

Yes

Windbreak Buffers
Parks Slopes
Screening
Naturalized Areas

Juglans cinerea

Butternut

3

15m H x
10m W

No

Windbreak Buffers
Parks Naturalized
Areas

adapts to many soils

very pretty tree, edible nuts,
purchase young for faster growth
rate, round canopy

Juglans nigra

Black Walnut

4

15m H x
15m W

No

Windbreak Buffers
Parks Naturalized
Areas

adapts to many soils

very pretty tree, edible nuts,
purchase young for faster growth
rate, round canopy

Larix decidua

Common Larch

2

18m H x
10m W

Yes

Parks Screening
Windbreak

prefers sun and
moisture

deciduous conifer, pyramidal

No

Parks Screening
Windbreak

will grow anywhere

very hardy Poplar for the Prairies,
fast growing

Populus x Assiniboine

Assiniboine Poplar

2

12m H x
12m W

Populus balsamifera

Balsam Poplar

2

20m H x
20m W

No

Parks Screening
Windbreak

will grow anywhere

very hardy Poplar for the Prairies,
fast growing

Populus x Canadenis `Prairie Sky`

Prairie Sky Poplar

3

18m H x
12m W

No

Parks Screening
Windbreak

will grow anywhere

very hardy Poplar for the Prairies,
fast growing

Populus nigra 'Italica'

Lombary Black Poplar

3

18m H x
7m W

No

Parks Screening
Windbreak

will grow anywhere

very hardy Poplar for the Prairies,
fast growing

Populus x Okanese

Okanese Poplar

2

12m H x
12m W

No

Parks Screening
Windbreak

will grow anywhere,
drought tolerant

very hardy Poplar for the Prairies,
fast growing, maintenance free

Populus tremula 'Erecta'

Swedish Columnar
Aspen

2

15m H x
2m W

No

Parks Screening
Yards

drought tolerant, will
grow anywhere,
adapts to many soils

non-invasive roots, columnar
very large, inspiring, long lived
tree 300+ years

Quercus macrocarpa

Bur Oak

2

25m H x
25m W

Yes

Parks Buffers

tolerant of city
pollution, adapts to
many soils

Quercus palustris

Pin Oak

4

20m H x
10m W

No

Parks Yards
Streets

will tolerate more
moisture, adapts to
many soils

faster growing oak, iron chlorosis
can be a problem, pyramidal
shape

Robinia 'Idaho'

Idaho Locust

3

10m H x
7m W

Yes

Buffers Slopes
Streets

will grow anywhere,
adapts to many soils

adds nitrogen to soil, stabilize
slopes, attracts bees

Robinia pseudoacacia

Black Locust

3

20m H x
10m W

Yes

Buffers Slopes
Streets

will grow anywhere,
adapts to many soils

adds nitrogen to soil, stabilize
slopes, attracts bees

Salix alba 'Tristis'

Golden Weeping
Willow

2

20m H x
20m W

Yes

Parks

prefers moisture,
adapts to many soils

dignified and majestic, self
pruning

Salix alba 'Vitellina'

Golden Willow

2

20m H x
20m W

Yes

Parks

prefers moisture,
adapts to many soils

self pruning

Salix caprea

Goat Willow or Pussy
Willow

4

7m H x 7m
W

Parks Yards

prefers moisture,
adapts to many soils

true Pussy Willow Salix discolor is
susceptible to canker

Yes
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Tilia americana
Tilia x Flavescens 'Dropmore'

Tilia tomentosa

Ulmus americana

American Linden
Dropmore Linden

Silver Linden

American Elm

2

20m H x
10m W

No

Parks Yards
Slopes

adapts to many soils

pyramidal

2

8m H x 8m
W

No

Parks Yards

adapts to many soils

pyramidal

Yes

Parks
Boulevards Yards
Streets

drought and heat
tolerant

fast growing, upright oval

will grow anywhere,
adapts to many soils

"a picture of great beauty and
symmetry" Michael Dirr, fast
growing, trunks can grow to 1.2m
wide, vase shaped canopy

4

20m H x
10m W

2

30m H x
20m W

Yes

Boulevards Streets
Parks Buffers

Yes

Boulevards Streets
Parks Buffers

will grow anywhere,
adapts to many soils

fast growing, vase/upright canopy

Ulmus americana 'Brandon'

Brandon Elm

2

12m H x
7m W

Ulmus americana 'Lewis & Clark'

Prairie Expedition Elm

2

18m H x
12m W

Yes

Boulevards Streets
Parks Buffers

will grow anywhere,
adapts to many soils

fast growing, potentially Dutch
Elm Resistant, vase shaped
canopy

Pagoda Dogwood

3

5m H x 7m
W

No

Parks Yards

prefers moisture

spreading, horizontal branches

4

7m H x 7m
W

Parks Yards

drought tolerant,
adapts to many soils

very hardy, rust resistant, rounded
rust resistant, rounded

Flowering/Showy Deciduous
Cornus alternifolia
Crataegus X Mordenensis 'Snowbird'

Snowbird Hawthorn

No

Crataegus X Mordenensis 'Toba'

Toba Hawthorn

4

7m H x 7m
W

No

Parks Yards

drought tolerant,
adapts to many soils

Hippophae rhamnoides

Common
Seabuckthorn

3

7m H x 7m
W

Yes

Boulevards Streets
Parks Buffers

adapts to many soils

(1)Male - (6)Female required for
fruit production, nitrogen fixing

Malus 'Spring Snow'

Spring Snow
Crabapple

2

7m H x 7m
W

No

Parks Buffers
Yards

adapts to many soils

fruitless, keep away from
Junipers, upright oval

Malus'Thunderchild'

Thunderchild
Crabapple

3

7m H x 7m
W

Yes

Streets Parks
Buffers

adapts to many soils

keep away from Junipers, more
resistant to Fireblight, Do Not Use
Royalty, upright spreading

3

7m H x 7m
W

No

Windbreak Parks
Buffers

will thrive with
neglect, adapts to
many soils

edible fruit

No

Parks
Boulevards Yards

prefers well drained
soil

golden, bronze colour bark, oval
upright

No

Parks Yards

prefers full sun,
adapts to many soils

fast growing, rounded

Prunus americana

American Plum

Prunus maackii 'Jefspur'

Goldspur Amur Cherry

2

3m H x 3m
W

Prunus pensylvanica

Pin Cherry

2

10m H x
7m W

2

7m H x 7m
W

Yes

Parks
Boulevards Yards

adapts to many soils

Cultivar: Sorbus discolor Snowberry Mountain Ash, more
fireblight resistant, loved by birds

Yes

Parks
Boulevards Yards

adapts to many soils

more resistant to fireblight, loved
by birds

Sorbus decora

Showy Mountain Ash

Sorbus x Hybida

Oakleaf Mountain Ash

3

10m H x
7m W

Sorbus 'Ivan's Beauty'

Ivan's Beauty
Mountain Ash

2

3m H x 3m
W

No

Parks Boulevards
Yards

adapts to many soils

pollinator required for fruit
production, disease resistant,
edible fruit, loved by birds

Sorbus 'Ivan's Belle'

Ivan's Belle Mountain
Ash

2

3m H x 3m
W

No

Parks Boulevards
Yards

adapts to many soils

pollinator required for fruit
production, disease resistant,
edible fruit, loved by birds

Syringa reticulata 'Ivory Silk'

Ivory Silk Japanese
Tree Lilac

3

8m H x 8m
W

Yes

Parks
Boulevards Yards
Streets

adapts to many soils

slow growing, very hardy

2

20m H x
10m W

No

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

thrives in extreme
climates, prefers
moisture

pyramidal

2

7m H x 5m
W

Yes

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

grows in the worst
possible land

pyramidal

2

15m H x
7m W

Yes

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

adapts to many soils

pyramidal
Cultivar: Picea glauca'Densata' Black Hills Spruce is smaller
10m H x 5m W, less winter burn

Coniferous

Abies balsamea
Juniperus communis
Juniperus virginiana

Balsam Fir
Common Juniper
Eastern Red Cedar

Picea glauca

White Spruce

2

20m H x
7m W

No

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

pollution and extreme
climate tolerant,
adapts to many soils

Picea mariana

Black Spruce

2

10m H x
5m W

No

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

prefers moisture

conical

No

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

adapts to many soils

susceptible to winter burn,
pyramidal

No

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

adapts to many soils

smaller, columnar

No

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

adapts to many soils

very blue colour, pyramidal

No

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

adapts to many soils

pyramidal

Yes

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

tolerates wind and
salt, prefers full sun

conical

No

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

adapts to many soils

pyramidal, rounded

Yes

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

prefers full sun,
adapts to many soils

pyramidal

No

Parks Screening
Buffers

adapts to many soils

wide, rounded

Picea pungens

Colorado Blue Spruce

2

18m H x
8m W

Picea pungens 'Fastigiata'

Columnar Blue Spruce

2

8m H x 3m
W

Picea pungens 'Fat Albert'

Fat Albert Colorado
Blue Spruce

2

7m H x 5m
W

2

15m H x
10m W

3

10m H x
3m W

2

10m H x
8m W

3

20m H x
10m W

2

18m H x
10m W

Pinus banksiana
Pinus cembra
Pinus mugo
Pinus ponderosa
Pinus sylvestris

Jack Pine
Swiss Stone Pine
Mugo Pine
Ponderosa Pine
Scotch Pine
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Thuja occidentalis

Northern White Cedar

3

18m H x
10m W

Yes

Parks Screening
WindbreakBuffers

prefers full sun

fast growing, very hardy,
pyramidal

City of Regina Hardiness Zone is
3b however Zone 4 trees need 4"
of thick mulch replenished every
season to insulate they're roots
which will encourage the tree to
leaf out after the threat of early
spring frost.
City of Regina soil is Heavy Clay =
Alkaline
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APPENDIX II – POSSIBLE RESPONSE SCENARIO
Upon discovery of EAB, immediate response is necessary. Each response will be dealt
with on a case-by-case basis. The following is a series of actions that may play out.
This is a COMPLETELY FICTIONAL situation and does not indicate exact response
times, cost and/or any other details.
1. A ‘D’-shaped exit hole has been found on a green ash in Central Park, downtown
Regina, by an educated passer-by. The citizen calls the city and an inspector
arrives.
2. The tree is monitored for additional exit holes and there appears to be 3 more.
A branch is removed and examined for larvae. One specimen is found it is
packaged and sent to Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) for screening.
Results are positive for an EAB larva and tree is removed and destroyed.
3. Trapping is intensified in the vicinity to monitor for any presence of additional
adult EAB.
4. The GIS Tree Inventory is utilized to assess additional risk. All trees within a 250
metre radius are queried. There are 18 Black Ash and 135 Green Ash within this
20-hectare area.
5. All ash trees in the 20 hectares are inspected for any evidence of EAB and to
determine their overall health. If there are any suspect trees or trees that have
>70% dieback or drought ridden, they will be removed and destroyed. There was
5 Black and 17 Green Ash trees that were deemed unhealthy and 7 Green Ash
close to the first detection that were suspect of more EABs. These 29 trees were
removed, disposed and replaced, costing taxpayers $44,254.
6. The remaining 124 trees will be injected, and subsequently every two years over
the next ten years (a total of 6 injections per tree), beginning with the outermost
perimeter of the 20 hectares, then leading towards ground zero. The cost will be
approximately $119,040 to complete this work.
7. Constant surveillance will continue throughout the city, with additional traps
positioned on the perimeter of the 20-hectare injection area.
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APPENDIX III – SYSTEMIC INSECTICIDES
Product

Active
Ingredient

Pesticide
Class

Environmental
Concern

TreeAzin™

Neem tree
oil

N/A

Toxic to Bees –
must inject after
hardwood tree
blooming period

$5

Cost for
10 Trees
at 29 cm
DBH per
Injection
$1450

Ima-Jet™

Imidacloprid

4A

$1.91

$554

ACECAP™

Acephate

1B

Highly Toxic to
Bees – must inject
after hardwood
tree blooming
period
Toxic to Birds,
Mammals, Bees,
and Aquatic
Organisms

$0.62

$179

Orthene™

Acephate

1B

Toxic to Birds,
Mammals, Bees,
and Aquatic
Organisms

$0.04

$13
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Cost
per
cm
DBH

Advantages
and
Disadvantages

Natural, nonsynthetic
chemical,
simple
application
method
Synthetic
chemical and
High toxicity to
bees
Highly
damaging to
trees, often
forming large
wounds
No
proven/available
injection method
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